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	The easiest way to learn how to create a Web page for your family or organization


	Do you want to share photos and family lore with relatives far away? Have you been put in charge of communication for your neighborhood group or nonprofit organization? A Web page is the way to get the word out, and Creating Web Pages Simplified offers an easy, visual way to learn how to build one. Full-color illustrations and concise instructions take you through all phases of Web publishing, from laying out and formatting text to enlivening pages with graphics and animation.


	This easy-to-follow visual guide shows you the building blocks of a Web page and how to work with images, create links and forms, generate dynamic content using JavaScript, use style sheets, and publish a page on the Web. You'll learn to use HTML, create simple yet attractive Web pages, and enhance them with frames, multimedia effects, links, and more.

	
		Features full-color illustrations with step-by-step instructions
	
		Covers everything you need to get started, including how to use HTML, how to lay out pages and format text, and how to add graphics and visual effects
	
		Shows how to make your pages more interesting with animation and sound, add links to other sites, include e-mail addresses, and more
	
		Includes a tear card with HTML tag references and a web-safe color chart to keep handy as you build your pages



	If you've ever thought about building a web page, Creating Web Pages Simplified is simply the easiest way to make it happen.
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Advanced 3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Take your 3D game programming skills to the next level! "Advanced 3D Game Programming All in One" uses the Torque Game Engine to teach experienced 3D game programmers advanced concepts. You'll use the Torque Game Engine to learn each new skill, maximizing your game engine experience. Quickly conquer TorqueScript, simulation techniques,...
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What's Stopping Me from Getting Ahead?: What Your Manager Won’t Tell You About What It Really Takes to Be SuccessfulMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	An expert management coach with over thirty years of experience helping professionals get to the next stages of their careers, identifies—and helps readers break—the 12 unconscious habits and behaviors that are holding them back from the corner office.


	About the Book

	For more than 30 years, Robert W....
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The Great Firewall of China: How to Build and Control an Alternative Version of the InternetZed Books, 2019

	
		Once little more than a glorified porn filter, China’s ‘Great Firewall’ has evolved into the most sophisticated system of online censorship in the world. Even as the Chinese internet grows and online businesses thrive, speech is controlled, dissent quashed, and any attempts to organize outside the official...
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Ultra Wideband Signals and Systems in Communication EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In this book we focus on the basic signal processing that underlies current and
future ultra wideband systems. By looking at signal processing in this way we
hope this text will be useful even as UWB applications mature and change or
regulations regarding ultra wideband systems are modified. The current UWB
field is extremely...
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Harnessing Green IT: Principles and Practices (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	“Ultimately, this is a remarkable book, a practical testimonial, and a comprehensive bibliography rolled into one. It is a single, bright sword cut across the various murky green IT topics. And if my mistakes and lessons learned through the green IT journey are any indication, this book will be used every day by folks interested in...
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Neuromuscular Disease: Evidence and Analysis in Clinical NeurologyHumana Press, 2006

	A Certain Kind of Wisdom In Plato’s Apology, the Greek philosopher Socrates is on trial to defend himself against the allegation of corrupting the youth of Athens. Socrates denies this charge and offers an alternate reason for why he is on trial. He explains, “[w]hat has caused my reputation is none other than a certain kind of...
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